Service reports to Service Manager and Medical Unit Head, Metro Community Services; Senior Aboriginal Social and Emotional Wellbeing Worker (Metro Community) provides cultural supervision

- CONSULTANT PSYCHIATRY 1.6FTE
- CLINICAL COORDINATOR AHP3/RN3 1.0FTE
- NURSE CONSULTANT RN3 1.0FTE
- SENIOR SOCIAL WORKER AHP3 1.0FTE
- SENIOR OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST AHP3 1.0FTE
- SENIOR PSYCHOLOGIST AHP3 1.0FTE
- ABORIGINAL SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL WELLBEING WORKER ASOS 1.0FTE
- ABORIGINAL SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL WELLBEING WORKER ASOS/AHP2/RN2 1.0FTE
- SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER ASO3 1.0FTE
- ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER ASO2 2.0FTE

- CLINICAL NURSE RN2 2.0FTE
- SOCIAL WORKER AHP2 2.0FTE
- OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST AHP2 2.0FTE
- PSYCHOLOGIST AHP2 4.0FTE
- PSYCHOLOGIST AHP2 4.0FTE
- SENIOR OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST AHP3 1.0FTE
- GRADUATE SOCIAL WORKER / OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST AHP1 1.0FTE
- NURSING RN1/2 1.0FTE
- NURSING RN1/2 1.0FTE